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Editor’s note
Namaste
Welcome to our October 2020 edition of YogAfrica.
As this lockdown period eases, it is with gratitude that I reflect on all the wonderful
yoga that has become available via Zoom classes. During this time, many of us
have been able to attend classes with teachers from all over the world right in our
own living rooms. The highlight for us was that Abhijata Iyengar agreed to teach
us for 3 days in August. Abhi was completely adept with the technology of online
workshops and taught us beautifully and clearly. It was a testament to how yoga can
be kept current and can still be shared in unusual times. Abhi teaches with passion,
knowledge and warmth and made us feel as if we were in fact in her presence.
There is an article in this edition from Yoga Rahasya that Geetaji wrote about how
involved her mother (Abhi’s grandmother) was in yoga and the planning of the
Institute in Pune. Many of us would not have been able to attend classes in Pune
but have now had a taste of these senior teachers online. The fire of yoga still burns
strongly within the Iyengar family and its future is in good hands.
Please read on for articles our members have written. Thank you for your
contributions – I’m sure our readers will be very interested in what you have shared
with us.
We have a wonderful Instagram account now – please follow us on
iyengaryogasafrica.
Love,

Toni
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Amma:
The Light in Guruji’s Life
By Geeta S. lyengar
Yoga Rahasya, Issue 100, December 14 2018

Amma was the real strength and power
behind our Guruji’s immense progress in
this art, science and philosophy of yoga. She
had absolutely no idea about what yoga was
all about until she got married. When her
marriage was arranged, she wondered as to
what her fiancé did for a living. She had been
informed that he ‘did’ and ‘taught’ yoga but
“what exactly does he do?” she asked her
elder brother. Her brother knew a little more
about yoga than she and he demonstrated
Paschimottanasana and educated her about
what her future husband did!!
With this limited knowledge of yoga, she
entered Guruji’s life. She carefully observed
Guruji practising and very soon picked up the
art of teaching. She started helping Guruji in
back bends, forward bends, balancing etc. and
knew where exactly she had to touch so that
he (Guruji) could improve his posture. Guruji
in turn guided her as to where she should pull,
push, lift; where she should apply force, the
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direction which she should apply the force (for
example: he would tell her how to fix the hand
in Paripurna Matsyendrasana and how to pull
it towards the foot.) He would tell her where
she should hold strongly in order to extend
and elongate the muscles and joints. This is
how she picked up the art of teaching. Her help
in Guruji’s practice indeed helped Guruji to
improve his presentation.
In his early days, Guruji never had a good
command over the English language. His
talents in yoga were being recognised and he
used to be invited to give demonstrations. All
these demonstrations had to be accompanied
by a running commentary and that too in
English. So, Guruji would write down his
entire talk and memorise it and Amma
would always be by his side to check that he
remembered everything.
Over the years his English improved and the
book Light on Yoga was written and published.
This book was very close to Amma’s heart as

she knew the efforts and the amount of trouble
Guruji had gone through to bring about this
unique work.
In 1962, Pune was ravaged by the floods
and more than two thirds of the city was
under water. People ran to secure heights with
their precious belongings. Our house was not
affected but as the flood waters spread there
was a lingering fear that our house too may
become entrapped. The first thing that Amma
did was to run to the top floor of our building
with her most precious jewel – which was
nothing else but the manuscript of Light on
Yoga! She was so happy and delighted when the
first copy, a complimentary one, of the Light
on Yoga arrived from the publishers. It was
her dream come true! She had been by his
side when the book was written. She herself
had seen the other yoga books and knew
about the lacunae in the existing books – the
incomplete explanations, the lack of adequate
information – and knew about the uniqueness
of this one. The moment the book arrived, she
performed a puja of the book!
She never dreamt of a big Yoga Institute but
she definitely wanted a separate place meant
only for Yoga in order to help those who were
suffering. Our house was very small with just
a room and kitchen and Guruji could barely
accomodate a few people although many
more people would inquire and want to learn
from him. So she thought that we should have
another small hall with attached toilet and
changing rooms. This was her small dream of a
small hall but now the Institute has become so
big and the demand is so much that the place is
now small!
We, as children, wanted a house in front
of an Institute and she strongly objected to
it. “Yoga comes first. We are alive because
of it. (Guruji’s livelihood, name, fame or
whatever we had in life was due to it). We are
not permanent in this world while Yoga is
permanent.” So, the Institute has to be in the
front and the house behind.
She keenly saw the plans of the Institute
and gave her suggestions but passed away even
before the work started. She had suggested the
name “Yoga Kripa” for it but then we changed

The bronzed busts of Ramamani and BKS at the
entrance to the Institute in Pune.

the name as all the pupils felt that it should
be in her “memory” and that is how we now
have the “Ramamani lyengar Memorial Yoga
Institute”. 

“Use each experience
as a stepping stone.”
– guruji B.K.S. Iyengar
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Weekend
with
Abhijata
Iyengar
By Ina Gerber

What a year 2020 has been so far. Very tough
with regards to loss of family and friends
through covid, job losses, loss of income,
stress due to uncertainty and so the list can
become endless.
However, Covid19 brought along situations
that in our wildest dreams we could not foresee.
Who would have thought that the dream of
being taught by Abhijata Iyengar, whilst in your
own home, could become a reality. Traditionally
this teaching gift only happens in the Institute
in Pune, after the stress of flights, visas, financial
out lay and time away from family.
With Carla Rech at the forefront of
communication to India, we all celebrated
when the news came that Abhijata would
give us 3 days, of 2-hour sessions each, via
Zoom classes.
This was the first International Zoom
workshop to take place in South Africa and
with the help of Stratford Canning, Gerda
Genis and Michele Higginson, participants of
28 different countries came together over the
3 days.
Abhijata led us to realise how, through
asana practice, we learn attributes such
as determination, perseverance, patience,
quietude, stability, all of which are sorely
needed in our daily lives during this pandemic.
The course ended with deep feelings of
gratitude to Abhijata and the entire Iyengar
family for sharing this amazing path towards
wellbeing with us.
Hopefully, the next time Abhijata graces us
with her teachings, it will be in person in South
Africa… another dream to come true!
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Exploring the
Invocation to Patanjali
By Peggy Cady
Iyengar Centre of Victoria Newsletter,
Summer 2011 edition, Victoria BC Canada

I’m not someone who chants. Don’t get me
wrong; I’m not against chanting. If I feel
compelled to chant, I like to understand what
I’m saying and why I am doing it. Especially
when the chant is in a language I don’t
understand. What spirits am I invoking?
At the beginning of yoga class we often chant
the Invocation to Patanjali. We do a call-andresponse chant with the teacher. The first time
I went to a class, it happened – we chanted.
I didn’t know what it was all about. Was this
some quasi-religious ritual? Did I want to do
this? I decided to wait and listen. Respectfully.
The next time I hummed along. (It was kind
of catchy.) After that I maybe repeated the few
syllables I could grasp. It was in Sanskrit – who
speaks Sanskrit?
Being curious, I finally raised my hand one
day and asked what it was all about.
I’m glad I asked.
In chanting the Invocation we are taking
a moment to acknowledge and pay respect
to the ancient roots of Iyengar Yoga, the
teachings which have been handed down over
the centuries and the instructors from whose
experience and wisdom we benefit.
Starting the class with the chant is a way
to symbolize that we are leaving our regular
daily life behind, letting go of our concerns and
giving ourselves over to the practice of yoga. It
is both a physical and aural stimulus; we hear
the sounds and feel the vibrations in our body.
We begin to tune into ourselves.
Now that I’ve been taking classes for a few
years, I can appreciate taking the time for the
Invocation. I really do value the lessons, the
teachers, the volunteers and what yoga has
done for me. I love leaving work, family and
all the daily crises behind and tuning in to this
special, deep focus and letting go.

Yogena cittasya padena vacam
Malam sarirasyaca vaidyakena
Yopakarottam prvaram muninam
Patanjalim pranjaliranato’smi
Abahu purusakaram
Sankha cakrasi dharinam
Sahasra sirasam svetam
Pranamami Patanjalim
Hari Hey Om
To the noblest of sages, Patanjali,
who gave us yoga for serenity of mind,
grammar for purity of speech and
medicine for the perfection of the body,
I salute.
I salute before Patanjali whose upper
body has a human form, whose arms
hold a conch, and disc and a sword,
who is crowned by a thousand headed
cobra. Oh incarnation of Adisesa my
humble salutations to thee.

Here’s my exploration of the Invocation and
Patanjali. I found out what it means and how
to pronounce the words. There’s even a link
where you can play an audio file of Mr. Iyengar
chanting the Invocation.
So, as to this fellow Patanjali, he is believed
to have lived between 200 B.C. and 450 A.D.
That’s a long time span. He became a mythical
figure with legendary qualities, and the research
is sketchy on whether or not he was one person
or several different people. He is credited with
“purifying body, mind and speech” with his
writings on medicine, ayurveda and grammar.
He is particularly known for codifying the
Yoga Sutras, 196 aphorisms in Sanskrit, from
YogAfrica October 2020
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which the modern practice of yoga is derived.
Previously these teachings had been handed
down orally. Patanjali’s writings have had
resonance and relevance with readers through
the centuries and have been translated
many times.
“The Sutras laid out a system of practice
by which one can attain a pure state free of
illusion. The practice begins with the adoption
of a fivefold ethic (yama) – nonviolence,
truthfulness, non-stealing, sexual restraint, and
non-attachment. It is followed by the adoption
of five virtues (niyama) – purity, contentment,
austerity, study, and dedication. These practices
inhibit the negative influences of being in
the world. After adopting a lifestyle centered
on yama and niyama, one begins the step by
step adoption of the asanas (postures), breath
control, control over the sense, concentration,
and meditation, each of which should lead to
the goal of samadhi (variously described as
absorption or liberation).” 1
B.K.S. Iyengar translated and commented
on the philosophy of the Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali in his book Light On the Yoga Sutras
of Patanjali. The Iyengar tradition and yoga
practice are grounded in these teachings.
Through this practice we can transform
ourselves to gain physical health, vitality,
mental clarity, wisdom, emotional serenity and
poise, “and attain the goal of yoga: kaivalya,
liberation from the bondage of worldly desires
and actions, and union with the Divine.” 2
What follows are two articles by Geeta
Iyengar, about the Invocation to Patanjali.
The first is a translation and comments on the
Invocation itself. The second article is from
a teacher training paper, which discusses the
symbolism of the Patanjali statue. (You’ll want
to stay on the good side of him.)
1 Majumdar, Sachindra Kumar. Introduction to Yoga
Principles and Practice. Secaucus, N.J.: Citadel Press, 1976.
Patanjali. The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: A New Translation
and Commentary. Edited by Georg Feuerstein. Folkstoone,
UK: Dawson, 1979. www.answers.com/topic/ patajali#ixzz1IJ5vmvVM
2 B.K.S. Iyengar. Light on the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali.
Thorsons/Harper Collins, cover notes. London, UK: 1996.
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Geeta Iyengar’s
Comments and
Translation
Adapted from an interview given by Geeta at
RIMYI in 1992 during the Canada intensive,
conducted by Margo Kitchen, videotaped by
Heather Malek, transcribed and edited by
Judith M. in consultation with Marline Miller.
Adapted by Francis Ricks.

The two slokas (verses) that we chant to invoke
Lord Patanjali begin the Bhojavritti, Bhoj’s
commentary on the Yoga Sutras. It says, first of
all, that Lord Patanjali is considered to be the
incarnation of Adhishesha, the cobra, which is
the seat for the Lord Vishnu, the very creator
of this world. It is said he took birth three
different times, giving three different sciences
for people to improve themselves. The first
is yoga.
yogena cittasya padena vacam
To purify the mind (citta), purify the
consciousness, Patanjali gave the science
of yoga (yogena) to us. To purify our use of
words (pada) and speech (vacca), he gave a
commentary on grammar to us, so that our
use of words and way of speaking is clarified,
distinct and pure.
malam sarirasya ca vaidyakena
To remove the impurities (malam) of the body
(sarira), he gave us the science of medicine
(vaidyakena).
yopakarottam pravaram muninam
Let me go near the one who has given these
things to us.
patanjalim pranjalir anato’smi
Let me bow down my head with my folded
hands to Lord Patanjali
Then after knowing the work of this Lord, the
second stanza says what Lord Patanjali looks
like. To do any meditation first the form has to
be in front of the eyes.

abahu purusakaram
From the hand up to the head he has the shape
(karam) of a human (purusa).
sankha carkrasi dharinam
In his hand he is holding the conch (sankha)
and disc (cakra)
sahasra sirasam svetam
On top of his head (sirasam) he has got a
thousand (sahasra) hoods of the cobra, because
he is the incarnation of Adishesha, the greatest
cobra. Svetam means white.
pranamami patanjalim
I bow down to Patanjali
We chant so that at the very beginning that
feeling of sanctification comes from inside,
with the feeling of surrendering oneself,
because nothing can be learned in this world
unless you have the humility to learn. So the
moment you think of the Lord [Patanjali]
at the beginning of doing a practice, you
know that you are very small in front of that
greatest soul. Once that is understood then
the other problems which always arise while
practicing, mainly concerned with the ego, will
be affected. You know that you are “coming
down” to learn something. And you can’t learn
anything unless you come down; if you think
you are on the top and you know everything,
then you are not a learner at all. In that sense,
the chanting helps.

We decided to chant these two slokas from
the very beginning. When Guruji asked us to
practice yoga we started with this recitation.
But we didn’t do it in the classes because
when people came as beginners, they had the
idea that it is a religious prayer of concern
only to Hindus. It took people a little while
to understand. Whenever we had some
public program, a celebration such as Divali
or Guruji’s birthday, we would recite these
prayers. People started taking interest and
asking us what the prayers mean. When it was
understood, everybody accepted it. For several
years now we have been chanting these prayers
before classes.

Teacher Training:
The Patanjali Invocation
By Geeta S. Iyengar
The full transcript of this talk is published
in Yogadhara. This text is from www.
iyengaryogaamsterdam.com, Teachers Training
Program Document 2009.pdf

Now let me tell you about the Patanjali
invocation and the meaning of the invocation
and their symbolism. The invocation begins
with Aum. Aum is the first primordial sound,
an adi nada, a melodious, sonorous and
sublime sound. The three syllables, A, U, M
represent the entire range of sound and
creation. They represent the waking, dream

Invocation to Patanjali: Phonetic pronunciation
Yo-gay-nuh chih-tah-syuh pah-day-nuh vah-chahm
Mah-lahm shah-ree-rah-syuh chuh vy-dyuh-kay-nuh
Yo-pa kar-oh-tahm prah-vah-rahm moo-nee-nahm
Pah-tahn-jah-lim prahn-jah-leer ah-nah-toe-smee

Note: there is a recording
of B.K.S. Iyengar reciting
the invocation at
www.iyssb.com/misc.html
(scroll down the page).

A-bah-hoo poo-roo-shah-kar-ahm
Shahn-kah chah-krah-see dar-ee-nahm
Sah-hah-srah sheer-ah-sahm shvay-tahm
Prah-nuh-mah-mee pah-tahn-ja-lim
Har-ri hey Om
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and sleep states of consciousness. The crescent
symbolizes the transcendental state. Aum is
pranava which means exalted, unsurpassable
praise of the supreme principle, the divinity.
According to Patanjali it symbolises Isvara,
the divinity “tasya vacakah pranavah.” Being
the source of all energies Aum is uttered as an
auspicious beginning. No sacred activity will
be complete, profound and perfect without
effecting the supreme grace and Aum is the
greatest invocation to seek that grace.
The invocation we chant first is as follows:
To the noblest of sages, Patanjali, who gave us
yoga for serenity of mind, grammar for purity
of speech and medicine for the perfection of the
body, I salute.

Aum
Yoga
citta
Pada
Vacha
Mala
Sharira
Vaidyak
Yah
Apakarot
Tam
Pravaram
Muni
Pranjali
Anata
Asmi
Abahu
Purushakaram
Shankha
Chakra
Asi
Dharinam
Sahasra
Shirasam
Svetam
Pranamami
Patanjalim
Hari
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– name of God
– union of man with God
– mind
– word
– speech
– impurities
– body
– the science of medicine
– one who
– removed
– him
– the greatest
– the seer
– folding the palms
– bowing down
– am
– arms up to the thighs
– human shape
– conch
– disc, a circular weapon
– sword
– holding
– thousand
– head
– white
– I am bowing down and
paying respect
– to Patanjali
– Lord Vishnu
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The second part describes the statue of
Patanjali: I salute before Patanjali whose upper
body has a human form, whose arms hold a
conch, and disc and a sword, who is crowned
by a thousand headed cobra. Oh incarnation of
Adisesa my humble salutations to thee.
The authors of [these] invocation are
actually unknown. It was never the custom
in those days to mention the name of
oneself as an author or a writer. However,
some traditional books mention that abahu
purusakaram was written by King Bhojadeva
in 1100 AD, author of Rajamartanda Vrtti, a
commentary on the Yoga Sutras.
Each aspect of the statue of Patanjali carries
meaning like the intricately worded sutras.
When one gazes at the idol of Sage Patanjali
one sees the three and a half coils below the
navel. The three coils indicate the Pranava
Aum, a mystical symbol conveying the concept
of God as generator, organizer and destroyer.
It signifies him as omnipresent, omnipotent
and omniscient. Aum is composed of three
syllables, A, U and M with a crescent and a dot
on the top.
The three completed coils symbolize the
syllables and the half coil, the crescent. It also
represents the three gunas of prakrti, namely
sattva, rajas and tamas and an aspirant aiming
at the trigunatita state, which is a transcendent
state. Sage Patanjali invites our attention
towards the three types of afflictions, namely
adhyatmika, adhibhautika and adhidaivika,
which are to be conquered by following the
path of yoga. The three coils indicate that he
is a master of Yoga, Grammar and Ayurveda.
The half coil indicates the reaching of the state
of kaivalya.
The conch, in the left hand, signifies the
state of alertness, attentiveness and readiness
to face obstacles, which are inevitable in the
practice of Yoga. In olden days the conch was
blown as a warning call to get ready to face
disaster or calamities as it is done nowadays
with sirens. It is also a symbol of jnana.
The disc, in the right hand, signifies the
destruction of ignorance with supreme effort
and is a symbol of protection. The sword,
tucked in the waist, indicates the cutting of

the ego, pride or sense of “I” which is the
main obstacle covering pure being. It is a
sword of jnana to vanquish jnana. These three
weapons also indicate the restraint of mental
fluctuations, removal of obstacles and the
eradication of afflictions through the practice
of Yoga.
The hood above the head is an assurance of
protection from Adisesa, King of serpents. This
protection always remains for the practitioner,
provided he surrenders to the Lord, which
is signified in the atmanjali mudra, hands
folded in namaskara. The Bhagavatam
narrates the story of the birth of Lord Krsna.
Since Vasudeva was alerted by the Gods in
heaven, that his eighth child Krsna will be
killed by Kamsa, he takes the infant Krsna
from Mathura to Gokul to protect him for the
demon Kamsa. The river Yamuna was flooded
as it was raining cats and dogs. At that juncture
Adisesa protected Vasudeva and the infant
Krsna by holding the hood over them like an
umbrella and made a way, right in the middle
of the river, so that Vasudeva could cross
the river easily. Lord Patanjali indicates with
his hood, that he is our protector, provided
we destroy the evils hidden within us by
the sword of Yoga, purifying ourselves with
yogic Sadhana.
The thousand headed cobra, sahasra sirasam
svetam, indicates that Patanjali guides us in
a thousand ways by showing us the several
methods of practice and the approach to find
the Soul within.
The idol of Patanjali shows him as halfman and half-serpent. The human form
indicates the individuality of man, since he
has been endowed with intelligence to use his
own efforts to reach the goal. The form of the
serpent suggests the motion and continuity of
Sadhana, which cannot end until the goal is
reached.
Patanjali guides us to move like a serpent,
intensely, silently and fast on the path of
Yoga and to be a tivrasamvegin, the ultimate
type as a pupil. If you have understood the
significance, offer your prayers with a mind
of prayerfulness so that you know what Sage
Patanjali means by tajjapah tadarthabhavanam,

that means – recite the prayers knowingly,
repeatedly, devotedly.
Let me now give you some of the qualities
of Patanjali, according to his works. Patanjali
is an immortal, versatile personality, a master
of diverse knowledge with divine qualities. He
is a dharmin, virtuous and pious in deeds, a
tapasvin, a bhaktin, a sannyasin and a devout
practitioner. He is an artist, a skilled dancer,
a scientist, a mathematician, an astronomer,
a scholar, a physicist, a psychologist, a
biologist, a neurologist, a surgeon, a skilled
physician and an educationist par excellence.
He is an incarnation of glorious qualities, in
sraddha, virya and vairagya. He is an expert in
psychological and chronological time, as well
as in the science of gravity. He transcends the
purusarthas namely, dharma, artha, kama and
moksa, as well as prkriti. He has unsurpassable
memory and is well versed with nature and
its functions. Yet he remains a pure being,
a perfect siddhan, a realized Soul. All these
qualities suffuse the life of Patanjali.
This is not an exaggeration. The siddhis
mentioned in the Vibhuti Pada, relate to
various aspects of existence, cosmos, body,
mind and bear the stamp of his authentic and
profound experience. Let me conclude this
immortal journey, dear sadhakas, with an
anjali, a sublime offering. The faith in ourselves
should grow with understanding. When the
ego begins to dissolve, the eyes begin to see
the greatness of the inspired teachings of one
of the most original thinkers who ever lived.
We are mortals and Patanjali is an immortal
Soul. Just as a river does not retain its identity
while merging into the sea, let us through our
practices merge into the river of burning light
of Yoga, passed onto us by Sri Patanjali.
Hari om tat sat. 
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Prashantji’s
Zoom Teachings
July 2020
By Michele Higginson

My first encounter with Prashantji is
unforgettable. My Mum and June Cooper
had encouraged me very early on in my ‘Yoga
life’ to get to Pune – in 2003 – even 8 years of
practice had not prepared me for any of it.
Luckily my Mum was with me showing me
the ropes (literally), but one morning at 7 a.m
I found myself in the far end of Prashant’s
class where we seemed to be endlessly hanging
from ropes tied to the window bars and
uttering vowel sounds a lot. On that particular
morning, somehow I was metres away from
anyone I knew and he instructed us to get
bandages. I truly had never worked with them
before and was at a loss. All the seasoned
students dashed for the secret hiding place
where these bandages were kept and had
them whipped around their heads in seconds.
Everyone was seated in Padmasan uttering
vowel sounds when I finally found a bandage.
I started giggling as I suddenly had visions of
Os du Rand or Vleis Visagie or some other Bok
player stumbling around a rugby field with a
bandage on his head.
With that distraction, the entire bandage
unravelled and to my dismay rolled out swiftly
across that shiny pale green marble floor at the
Institute. Of course Prashantji came up to me
and asked loudly “what are you doing?” I was
mortified – luckily everyone continued to have
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their bandages serenely across their eyes and
I scrambled after my bandage right across the
room in front of the stage and gathered myself.
Finally, as I managed to work out how to
tie this thing around my head, Prashant asked
everyone to lift it and look at him, at which
stage I yanked the whole thing off again – not
understanding his instruction just to Peep at
him….
So this was my introduction to this Mighty
Teacher. Since then he had remained somewhat
of an enigma to me, despite my subsequent
visits to the Institute and hanging on ropes in
his classes.
I have a Cockney friend, Ian, who was
originally a jeweller in London’s Hatton
Garden; and then left it all behind and arrived
in Pune with a gargantuan diamond in his
front tooth. Somehow he befriended the
Iyengars and absolutely LOVED Prashant. He
never would discuss anything about the family
other than that Prashant was his most favourite
person on earth. And now I can see why.
Finally this year, in lock-down July 2020, I
arrived at a point where I was ready to receive
Prashantji’s teachings. I signed myself up
for the 8 Zoom sessions, and it was manna
from heaven.
750 ardent practitioners from around the
world amazingly had Prashant in their homes

for an hour and a half each Saturday and
Sunday. The order of the day was Not Asana.
Almost his first sentence was: the reason
Coronavirus has come to us is because we are
obsessed with just ‘doing doing’ all the time.
And so began one and a half hours of delicious
wisdom and sharing. I could have listened for
hours more.
I now truly understand how Yoga is not
merely about doing, doing but more about
Connectivity – connecting the body, breath
and mind in every sense. I now understand
properly how Yoga is about Awareness. I now
understand fully how one’s mind must bend in
front of your Guru – and that one must bring
that flexible mind into the practice.
I have learned and grasped how a relaxed
mind allows the ‘Yoga to come to you’, instead
of chasing it all. Easier said than done. I
understand now how much of an ‘inside job’
the practice is.
Prashant eloquently explains Yoga in its
fullest sense – and just grasping snippets of
this is so exciting. He is emphatic that one
must understand the purpose of what one is
doing, rather than being robotic. How vital it
is to cultivate an enquiring mind. He uses the
analogy of your teacher being similar to a tour
guide – the guide shows you the sites, but You
have to look and absorb and marvel. You have
to “be your own Google”.
Now your whole approach to your practice
changes. In fact to everything – as Yoga really
is Life isn’t it? The onus is entirely on the
student of Yoga to discover, enquire, dig deep
and to find the endless connections between
Body, Mind and Breath. He speaks of purifying
the Body, Mind and Breath – sanitizing
so that clarity can emerge. He explains we
need to invite the mind and breath into our
practice – as we do with an auspicious guest
into our homes.
We need to be humble in our practice and
not abuse our bodies – there is a fair exchange
between these three elements of Body, Mind
and Breath. A co-operation of sorts. We must
avoid being consumerist in our Yoga. We need
to find a desirable state of mind, not just a
desirable body!

He quips “One student told me: ‘backbends
have kept me young!’ For what?, he asks –
“why be on a mission to ‘stay young’?”
Prashant even touched on those vexing
‘sound forms’ in his Zoom teachings; how
different sound forms (aa as in Father;
ee as in Eagle, etc) – the constituents of
thought – will give different mind states; how
a student should fashion these sound forms in
the breath!
One does not need to depend on external
praise or a guided meditation to feel positive!
All these tools are within us and available to us.
Experiment! Find out!
Be Sensitive! He teaches that Sensitivity is as
important as Flexibility, Strength and Stamina.
My love for Geetaji stems from her always
teaching us to find the Freedom. Abhijata
says Freedom is Here and Now. Prashant’s
sessions in July showed me how Exciting it is
that we have so much within to explore and
discover and that True Freedom really is our
own responsibility and readily available to one
and all.
He is magnanimous in his teaching and
what a Divine journey it is.
With deepest reverence and gratitude.
Om Tat Sat. 

“Freedom is in the
here and now.”
– guruji B.K.S. Iyengar
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Yoga as a
tool for
Social Justice
By Jacqueline Acres

Iyengar yoga is a powerful tool for healing and
optimising not only our Selves, but our families
and communities planetwide, promoting
Social Justice as it is practised.
Sixfacecreatives (Jacqueline Acres and
Vaneshran Arumugam) is committed to
making this tool available for all through their
award-winning social innovation called the
Living University.
The Living University (tLU) makes
accessible teaching and learning from cutting
edge disciplines, both ancient and new, to
those who need it most. Facilitators draw on
eclectic sources of wisdom and knowledge
to custom design experiential processes that
emphasise the power of Empathy, Creativity
and Imagination to challenge and change,
generating new possibilities for action
and activism.
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The Iyengar yoga community in South
Africa is one of the oldest and most established
communities in the world. Many of our senior
teachers have been taught by Guruji. When
I first started practicing Iyengar yoga at age
19, it bothered me that the practice seemed
accessible only to a privileged minority.
Since then I have experienced an extended
and profound impact of my own practice of
Iyengar yoga, as well as witnessed the effect
of the practice on various classes and groups
both as student and teacher, and I continue to
feel compelled to share this technology with
those who need it most. Yoga in Africa has the
potential to empower and support practitioners
to disrupt systems of inequality, injustice and
hungers of all kind and to do so with humanity
and compassion, transforming adversity
into evolution. I challenge us as the Iyengar
community to share this tool that Guruji
has blessed us with, especially with the most
disadvantaged sectors of our society, those who
could benefit most from mastery of self. If you
would like to get more involved with our work
please visit www.thelivinguniversity.com. 

Teacher profile

An interview with
Pat Deacon
By Tanya Glazer, August 2020

You have been teaching in Paarl for over
20 years, when did your actual yoga journey
begin?
I was born in England and my background
is actually Fashion Design. When I came to
South Africa with my husband, Dave, we
settled in Welkom. As it was a quiet, sleepy
town, I started attending Sivanada yoga classes
in a sports shop. It was 58 years ago, in 1962
and I was 22 years old.
How and when did you find out about
Iyengar yoga?
In 1970, Dave was transferred to Kimberly and I
continued yoga with Joyce Zouves van Rensburg
who was an Iyengar yoga teacher. This is when
my passion for Iyengar yoga began.
When did you first meet Guruji and where?
In 1973, I attended a course with Guruji in
Swaziland at the Piggs Peak Hotel, this was
my first of many meetings with BKS. Due to
him being banned by the Indian government
from visiting South Africa, I went on to attend
another course in Swaziland.
When Guruji finished the course in Piggs
Peak, we all got up to say goodbye, as it was
about 2 o’clock in the morning. He came
along the line for the final greetings and he
stopped in front of me and said, I will see you
in India, to which I replied, don’t be silly, it was
a huge struggle to get here in the first place, I
don’t think I will make it, I’m sorry. We were

starting out and I certainly couldn’t think of
the expense of travelling to India. His reply
was, I’m telling you, I will see you! This came
true when Joyce wanted to visit India and her
family wanted a travelling partner for her.
When we arrived in Bombay, Joyce knew that
Guruji was teaching in a building in the middle
of nowhere but we hopped in a taxi and found
the building, walked up five flights of stairs and
heard his distinguishable voice and crept in to
the back of a full class. At the end of the class,
he came up and greeted us and said to me, I
told you I would see you in India!
When was your first visit to RIMYI and how
regularly have you visited?
In February 1975, the Ramamani Iyengar
Memorial Yoga Institue opened in Pune and
my first visit there was two months later in
March. Since then I have enjoyed 19 visits to
the institute.
In my first class with Guruji, he said to
Geeta, that she must take me to a separate
YogAfrica October 2020
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section so that they could see how I would fare
and to do all the standing poses. After about ¾
of an hour, Geeta brought me back to Guruji
and said, she’ll do!
Tell us about your family, are they interested
in yoga and how did they respond to your
yoga passion?
My family have always been so supportive.
Dave has been really fantastic and encouraged
me to go on workshops and yoga trips. I
remember the first trip I went on for three
weeks, Dave was happy to look after our three
boys and I was terribly worried to leave the
family for the first time. When I returned and
asked the boys how it went, Peter, my eldest,
said I should speak to dad about that. On
questioning Dave, he replied that he had the
opportunity to go to Rhodesia with the squash
team so he had a round table with the boys and
they decided that all would be good to leave
them with the domestic. Besides a burning pan
filled with oil, all went ok!
Do you have a message for prospective and/
or practicing teachers out there?
I think if you want to be or are an Iyengar
yoga teacher, that’s exactly what you should
be. I was blessed to have this amazing man
come into my life and be my teacher – I think
he had x-ray eyes and could read your mind.
Everything he worked with made sense. His
descriptions were so fantastic that there was
never any need to look elsewhere. I always
ask myself, what would the Guru have done?
I followed the Guru and that’s always been
my focus. If you want to be an Iyengar yoga
teacher, try to keep it as pure as possible
and live up to his very high standards. This
is very important.....and give back, share his
knowledge with all those who are interested
just to perpetuate the brilliant man he was!
What are your views on the future?
The future of Iyengar yoga is in very safe
hands. Abhijata is an amazing, young girl with
the same blessed talent as her grandfather.
She worked with the Guru for many years
as his student and combine that with
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Prashant’s philosophy, mysticism and depth
of knowledge, we are very lucky with this
winning combination.
And now…
Lockdown has been challenging but my biggest
challenge has been teaching my husband of
82 and my son of 54 three times a week for an
hour. It certainly was an experience.
In terms of my yoga, as long as I can
continue to do and teach, I will take this gift
with me till my last day! I can honestly say
it has be my past, my present and will be in
my future! I am grateful for its benefit and
contribution to my life!
******************
Pat, it’s been a pleasure to hear your stories
and learn about your journey. You have been
my mentor for over two decades and your
dedication and commitment is an inspiration
to me. Thank you!
Pat Deacon lives in Paarl with her husband,
Dave. She has three sons, eight grandchildren
and two great grandchildren. She has been and
continues to be very involved in the Iyengar Yoga
Association in South Africa on all levels. 

Stephanie Alexander celebrates her
80th in lockdown

left: Stephanie at Christmas time 2019. right:Stephanie and students in her yoga studio, March 2015.
Back row: Anton, Karen, Suraya, Panna, Nishi, Irshad. Seated: Vani. Jill, Stephanie, Denise, Jennifer and Ela.

Mandy Crooks
It was Stephanie’s 80th birthday on
7 June 2020 and we celebrate her for
so many reasons. She has been our
teacher and our chair – a backbone to
our KZN region for so many years. She
has constantly nurtured and given
guidance. Stephanie also provided
a beautiful studio when the Iyengar
Institute in Trelawney Road was no
longer available for us. We thank her
for all this and also for her humour,
sharp wit, big heart and firm hugs.
Thank you Stephanie for being you.

Nishi Chutterpaul
Stephanie has been an inspiration with
her knowledge of yoga, its origins and
teachings. To still be teaching at 80 is
yet another milestone for her.
Best wishes Hari Om.

Jennifer Thord-Gray
30 years ago I timidly attended my
first yoga experience at the Wanderers
Club in Pietermaritzburg. There were
at least 30 people in the class and
Stephanie appeared to have eyes in
the back of her head, she was able to
command everyone’s full attention.
I remember the feeling of relief and
clarity that washed over me. I had
finally found something so perfect
for me, yoga; as well as a teacher
that I could respect and admire. My
feelings for Stephanie grew into deep
affection, this wise woman had planted
a seed within me that day and over
the years she has lovingly watered
and nurtured it.
Namaste Stephanie, I am forever in
your debt. Your dedication to your
students continues and you have been
an inspiration to us all. Have a fantastic
80th year.
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June Cooper virtually celebrates
90 years with grace and sparkle
By Merry Park

On the 17th June 2020 we, June’s Yoga Family
came together to celebrate the magnificent
milestone of her 90th Birthday via a Zoom
Meeting – in yoga terms a case of ‘being there
but not there’.
When June and I met up for lunch in
February earlier this year, one of the many
things we discussed – was her forthcoming
birthday and how she planned to celebrate it.
Little did we know that life as we knew it was
about to change so drastically and that we
would have to find new ways to live our lives to
the best of our abilities.
Certainly NOT discussed was the possibility
of a Zoom celebration – we had not even heard
of it at that point. Yet there we all were, grateful
to technology for creating the opportunity
for us to be together – AND once again in
awe of the way in which, never one to avoid
a challenge head on, June embraced what
the world had to offer, making it possible,
and indeed a privilege for us to celebrate her
birthday with her.
June has been an inspiration to me, to all of
us, always optimistic and enthusiastic, with the
energy of a person half her age, grasping life
with both hands and living it to the full.
Personally I have learnt so much from her,
shared so much with her, my guru and my
friend, and I thank her from the bottom of
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my heart. All of us there that day have been
touched in some way by her and are the better
for knowing her, a remarkable woman, a
generous yoga teacher and a constant, loyal
and wonderful friend. It is indeed an honour
to know her. 
Toni Geyve
Happy 90th birthday, June! Who would
have ever thought a 90th birthday
could be celebrated over a Zoom call?
So many Yoga friends gathered from
all over the world to wish June a happy
birthday on Wednesday the 17th June.
What was very momentous was that
everyone had a chance to verbalize
their love and good wishes to our
very special yoga teacher, mentor and
colleague because, instead of mingling
at a party, we now had a one on
one few minutes with her. There was
beautiful cake and flowers from our
Central Committee and even June’s
favorite G & (pink) T, sparkle, for a later
celebratory drink. We are so grateful to
have been a part of your celebrations.
With so much love.

Pat Deacon's
80th birthday
celebration
By Tanya Glazer

August 7th marked a very special day on our
yoga calendar as one of our devoted matriarchs
of Iyengar Yoga South Africa became an
octogenarian! What a milestone and what a
woman! Patricia Deacon, favourably known
as Pat, turned 80 on this auspicious day!
Having a birthday during COVID was never
going to be a normal day! Pat’s celebration
turned out to be even better! The day before
her birthday she had a visit from her yoga
friends, Gill, Judy and Riva which was a
wonderful surprise.
On Friday, her momentous day started
off with a multitude of phone calls, messages
and emails from her many friends and family
around the world. At 9am, we arranged a
Zoom birthday meet whereby many of her
yoga friends far and wide joined to give her
each an individual birthday greeting. The
tone from all was one of much respect and
admiration for her unwavering commitment
and love for yoga in her practice, her teaching
and her sharing of the gift of yoga with all.
Besides having touched the lives of many
through her generosity of spirit, she has helped
so many through difficult times. It was a
‘wonderful tribute to a true doyenne’ whose
‘presence and spirit is larger than life itself ’.
During this time, the doorbell was ringing
and two massive bouquets of flowers from
Central Committee and Western Cape Iyengar
Association were delivered. We all sang with
balloons, had sugar-free birthday cake and
enjoyed the mayhem of a birthday gal truly
being doted upon.
After the Zoom meet, we then went to
Fairview to meet her yoga students for a social
distancing, mask covering, breakfast tea.
Marianne drove from Hermanus for a warm,
personal, birthday wish and to present her with

a delightful deli basket from the Assessment
Committee. She was showered with love, more
gifts and most importantly the care of those
who love and adore her and whom she hasn’t
seen since March!
The following day Pat had a big celebratory
lunch with her family at a wine farm in the
Boland which was the cherry on top! As
you can see from the pictures, Pat certainly
was overwhelmed and so grateful for her
unexpected but very memorable and special
COVID 80th birthday! 
YogAfrica October 2020
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Adverts
MONTHLY SATurday morning
pranayama
with Ina Gerber
4 Pastorie Park, Reitz Street, Somerset Wes
9.30am to 11.30am
For further information:
083 303 5477
yogastudio.co.za
ina@yogastudio.co.za

Small back bender R400

Yoga props made to order

Yoga props made to order.
Contact Marianne at yoganannie@gmail.com

Hand made and sealed.
Contact Theresa: 082 465 7741

Equipment made to order:
Set of 4 foam covers
Strap with square buckle 2.4m
Firm Rectangle Bolsters (cotton filling)
Soft Round  bolsters (cotton filling)
Sand bag 3 kg
Long breathing pillow
Please contact Monica Tweehuysen
monicatweehuysen@gmail.com
082 425 0858
www.yogasupplies.co.za
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Lightweight large blocks
R80 per block (R160 for a pair)
12 × 23 × 7.5 cm
Blocks are wider and taller than the
normal blocks and are very light.
Contact Paula Viljoen at
heypesto@telkomsa.net

Iyengar Yoga Benches
Meranti: R1200 • Pine: R1000
Contact: Uri Rubin on 072 787 5450
web: lotusdesigns.live

Now only R50!

To mark our 40th anniversary, we put
together a photographic record of our
history, gathered from the personal
memories of our own community.
Contact Gloria on
bksiyengar.co.za/books
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“Health is that state
in the body in which
you are completely
free from it.”
– guruji B.K.S. Iyengar

info@bksiyengar.co.za
BKSIyengarZA   
iyengaryogasafrica

www.bksiyengar.co.za
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